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Incubator specialization and size:
divergent paths towards operational scale
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“Incubators, like other organisations, may thus
adopt a sustainability specialization to strengthen
their image, and a tenant may join to strengthen
theirs. ”
value of their offering to tenants versus other
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to

highlight

sustainability

without

necessarily adopting a stricter selection criterion.
If vindicated, such window dressing constitute
another example of the disconnect between societal
needs and entrepreneurial efforts. To the extent that
sustainability is a genuine goal for incubators, we
propose that incubators with such a specialization
adopt a focus on “greening” their tenants in terms
of facilitating or encouraging sustainability thinking
in their development of products and processes,
rather than select tenants whose products and
processes are already characterized as sustainable.
Regardless of whether one adopts the cynical view
of a sustainability focus as a primarily legitimacyenhancing strategy, or the pragmatic view of
sustainability specialization as a way of attracting
more tenants whose development of commercial
products and business processes can be subsequently
influenced to become more sustainable, our results
highlight the importance of distinguishing surfacelevel attributes from actual processes and activities
conducted in incubators.
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